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We provide a band-structure-based interpretation of the diffraction phenomena observed in three-
dimensional photonic crystals. Qualitative and quantitative information about these patterns is obtained in a
simple manner from the band structure. Our conclusions and experimental results explain phenomena occur-
ring at frequencies above the first stop band that were not previously understood. Optical features observed in
transmission spectra from opaline photonic crystals are now clarified by relating them to diffraction phenom-
ena. We also observe an intriguing change in the diffraction pattern symmetry when the photonic-crystal
refractive-index contrast is modified.
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Understanding the optical response of photonic crystals1

sPhCsd in the high-energy region of the spectrasabove the
first stop bandd has paramount importance since that region
is where many of the most appealing phenomena occur.
Some examples are anomalous refraction,2–4 small group-
velocity eigenmodes,5 and, in some specific lattices, the
opening of a complete photonic band gap.6 Although all
these effects are being extensively studied in two-
dimensionals2Dd PhCs, the high-energy region of the spec-
tra is just beginning to be explored in 3D systems. Similarly,
diffraction patterns in 3D PhCs have been scarcely investi-
gated and experiments performed have generally been ex-
plained with a single-scattering modelsSSMd.7 It is known
that this model must fail for an increasing refractive-index
contrast. But, to date, a more comprehensive theoretical
study has been too complex due to the many bands present at
high energies. Also, experimentally, very high-quality
samples were needed to obtain reliable spectra.

This article shows how the high-energy features and the
diffraction phenomena are closely related. It illustrates how
fundamental information about diffraction patterns from
PhCs can be extracted from the band structure and clarifies
the physics of this phenomenon, something that a numerical
method alone does not do.5 Due to the nature of the band-
structure calculations, the results take full account of the
refractive-index contrast and dimensionality of the system.
This gives us a theoretical basis to account for the experi-
mentally observed behavior of the onset of diffraction that
the SSM could not explain. Our results illuminate important
previously unexplained features found in the optical trans-
mission spectra of opaline systems. Finally, we also find evi-
dence showing that the symmetry of diffraction patterns in
opals can be affected by different values of the refractive-
index contrastd= uns−nhu, wherens andnh are the building-
block and host dielectric refractive indices, respectively.

Diffraction patterns are built by a constructive interfer-
ence of light scattered in directions other than the incident
and specular ones. In a PhC, the wave vector can take the
form of ki +G, where ki is the initial wave vector andG
denotes any reciprocal lattice vector. In the particular case of
normal incidence, the parallel component ofki is the null

vector; however, the many possible values ofG still provide
the photon wave vector with a parallel component. In the
external medium, the angle of the exiting beam with respect
to the normal is given by sinswd=ki /kout, where ki is the
parallel component of the wave vector and is a conserved
quantity8 and kout is the modulus of the wave vector in the
external medium. This imposes the following condition onto
the wave-vector modulus out of the PhC to observe the dif-
fraction patterns:koutùki. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the
reciprocal lattice of a hexagonal array. In particular, if light
propagates in theGM direction any possible value forki

inside the PhC must take the form ofm2p /a. Herem is an
integer numbersthe diffraction orderd and a is the lattice
parameter. Alternatively, the condition of having a large
enough wave vector to observe diffraction patterns can be
expressed asa/lùm/n, wherel andn are the wavelength
and the refractive index of the external medium, respectively.
It is interesting to notice that this equation is the same that
would be obtained for a grating with a periodicity ofa. All
the previous arguments lead to a first necessary condition to
project the diffraction pattern out of the PhC. But in contrast
with gratings, PhCs impose a second condition due to their
dimensionality as photons must propagate through the PhC.
To obtain a diffraction pattern from photons that propagate
normally to the surface of the PhC, the photons must couple
with bandsseigenstatesd that provide them with a non-nullki.
This occurs when bands folded back into the first Brillouin
zone sBZd by reciprocal latticesRLd vectors not collinear
with ki are available.5 Conversely, bands folded back by RL
vectors collinear withki will transmit light only in the for-
ward direction. The former bands are only present on media
periodically structured in 2D or 3D while the latter are
present in 1D PhCs as wellsi.e., Bragg stacksd. Thus, the
second requirement to observe a diffraction pattern from a
PhC is the existence of a Bloch mode created by a noncol-
linear RL vector to which photons may couple. In general,
for low energiessbelow the first stop bandd only linear bands
are available. This means that the second condition also im-
poses a minimum on the photon energy to produce diffrac-
tion patterns. Consequently, it is necessary to interpret the
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diffraction phenomena in terms of photonic bands and to
identify the modes responsible for the diffraction. Given a
specific PhC, a good starting point is to compare its band
structure to that of a PhC with the same lattice and average
dielectric constant but a negligibled. The latter is the case in
which the PhC behaves as a homogeneous dielectric.

A face-centered-cubicsfccd arrangement of close-packed
spheres will be used as a model system. However, the con-
clusions and approaches presented here can be generalized
for other configurations. The fcc lattice of close-packed
spheres is a generally accessible 3D photonic crystal of great
interest for which the optical features are not yet fully
understood.9–11 These crystals usually presenth111j planes
parallel to the crystal surface12 and the direction normal to
these planessalso calledGLd has been preferentially studied.
As explained before, the first condition that must be satisfied
to observe the diffraction patterns is thatkoutùki. From the
reciprocal lattice in theGL direction we can deduce the fol-
lowing equation that predicts for which energies and lattice
parameters that condition is satisfied:

a

l
ù m

Î2

n
F1 +

s2s− 1d2

3
G1/2

,

wheres andm are two integer numbers which represent the
set of diffraction spots and the diffraction order, respectively.
Therefore, the lowest energy that satisfies this condition is
a/l=1.633/n sm=s=1d. Another set of diffraction spots ap-
pears fora/lù2.828/n sm=1, s=2d. This second set should
not be mistaken for a higher diffraction order of the first set
as it appears was assumed by some authors.13,14

To understand the implications of the second condition
the bands created by noncollinear RL vectors in the PhC
band structure must be identified. Figure 2sad is the band
structure along theGL direction in reciprocal space for the
case of a system with very low refractive-index contrast
sns=1.4597 andnh=1.4598d. Four groups of bands with dif-
ferent degrees of degeneracy can be observed for this range
of energies corresponding to different RL folding vectors.
Filled symbols correspond to those bands showing a linear
dependence on frequency. Light coupled to these bands will
propagate in the forward direction. Open symbols corre-
spond to three different groups of bands which are folded

back in the first BZ by reciprocal lattice vectors in theGL,
GX, andGK directions. These three directions are all noncol-
linear with ki since those indicated asGL are coming from
h111j planes other than the normal toki. The GL and GX
groups will be responsible for the first set of diffraction spots
appearing fora/lù1.12. TheGK group will cause the sec-
ond set of spots fora/lù1.94.

Figure 2sbd shows the band structure15 of a fcc array of
touching polystyrenesPSd spheres in air. While this PhC has
the same average refractive index it shows very important
differences when compared with the quasihomogeneous
crystal shown in Fig. 2sad. Apart from the widely reported16

opening of a pseudogap at low energiessa/l=0.61d in the
GL direction, increasingd leads to a strong interaction
among the high-energy bands. The degeneracy of the bands
begins to lift and some of them split due to anticrossings.
The frequency at which diffraction begins is redshifted. In-
deed, the first set of spots is now expected fora/lù1.08 and
the second set fora/lù1.85.

The results obtained from the band structure are now
compared with experimental data. The study of the angle at
which the beams are diffracted out of the sample versus the
photon frequency will not provide new information since
that behavior is identical to that of a diffraction grating:
sinswd=ki /kout. However, the onset of the diffraction spots
must also be satisfied by the condition imposed by the di-
mensionality of the PhC. For this reason, the onset of differ-
ent sets of diffraction spots at various energies is a meaning-
ful experiment. Diffraction experiments were performed with
light from a tunable nanosecond pulsed optical parametric
oscillator. The samples are thin opalss,30 layersd as-
sembled from PS spheres on a glass substratesn=1.53d fol-
lowing a published method17 based on vertical deposition
techniques.18 The light passes first through the sample and
then the substrate. This configuration allows the observation
of diffraction patterns in the sample itself; for the lowest
energiesslarge diffraction angled, the diffracted beams un-

FIG. 1. Reciprocal lattice of a hexagonal 2D PhCssolid dots on
the leftd and equifrequency surfaces in the external medium for two
different photon energiessrightd. The photon wave vectorskid can
take within the PhC any valueki +G for any reciprocal lattice vec-
tor. For low frequenciessv1d, only a single beam normal to the
surface of the PhC is projected out. For high enough frequencies
sv2d photons exiting the PhC with an anglew respect to the normal
can be observed.

FIG. 2. sad Band structure in theGL direction for a fcc structure
made of touching spheressns=1.4597d in a host dielectricsnh

=1.4598d. Bands have been grouped according to the direction of
theRL vector that folds them back into the first BZ.sbd Same assad
with ns=1.59 andnh=1.00sPS spheres in aird. The arrows indicate
the onset of the two sets of diffraction patterns.
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dergo total internal reflectionsTIRd on the opposite side of
the substrate and project back on the opal, which acts as a
screen. For higher energiesssmaller diffraction angled, TIR
does not occur and the pattern is projected on an external
screen. A similar configuration for a 2D grating is described
in Ref. 13. Figure 3sad shows the laser light with energy
a/l=1.07 incident in theGL direction on the sample. This
energy is just below the first band capable of diffracting and
therefore no pattern is observed. Fora/l=1.10 fFig. 3sbdg
the diffraction pattern is already observed on the sample.
When a/l.1.63 the diffracted beams exit the sample and
are projected on a screenfFig. 3scdg. This is for geometric
reasons only as TIR is avoided at this energy for the refrac-
tive index of the substrate. Fora/l.1.85 the first set of
spots is projected on the screen while the second set still
undergoes TIR and thus is observed on the samplefFig.
3sddg. Increasing the energy will eventually allow the projec-
tion of both first and second sets of spots on the screen. In
the particular case of PS opals on a glass substrate, the con-
ditions imposed by the band structure and the grating equa-
tion are satisfied for very similar photon energies.

In the case of diffraction patterns that undergo total inter-
nal reflection in the substrate it may be difficult or not pos-
sible to observe the diffracted beamsfFig. 4sadg. A simple
way to project those beams out of the substrate is to change
the geometry to avoid TIR. The attachment of a glass hemi-
sphere to the back of the substrate is a possible geometry that
enables observation of the diffraction pattern on an external
screen. Figure 4sbd shows such a setup in which the hemi-
sphere is glued to the substrate with a droplet of glycerol.

The band minima determining the onset of diffraction in a
certain direction may happen to be saddle points and not
absolute minima. As a consequence, increasing the external

angle of incidencesud may lead to reduction of onset energy.
This is the case of theGL direction on a fcc lattice. Calcula-
tions extracted from the band structure showsFig. 5d that, for
an opal made of polysmethyl methacrylated sPMMAd spheres
sns=1.50d, the diffraction pattern atu=0° sGLd is expected
for a/lù1.14. However, asu increases, the minimum en-
ergy at which the diffraction pattern can be observed de-
creases. The behavior depends on the crystallographic direc-
tion under study, theLKsUd sRef. 19d and theLW directions
in this case. The results are compared to the behavior of a 2D
grating with the same lattice parameter on a glass substrate.
To experimentally illustrate this, an opal made of 334 nm
PMMA spheres was fabricated and illuminated with a
476 nm laser beam which makesa/l=0.99. Both theLW
and theLKsUd directions17 were probed. Foru=0° no dif-
fraction pattern was observed. Foru=30°, the crosshairs in
Fig. 5, this photon energy is sufficient to form diffraction
patterns whose symmetry depends on the directionsinsets in
Fig. 5d. As predicted, no diffraction patterns were observed

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Diffraction patterns generated by opals
made ofsad,sbd 505 andscd,sdd 705 nm PS microspheres. The first
two pictures are taken on the sample while the latter two include
both the samplesinsetd and the diffraction pattern projected on a
screen. Notice that diffraction pattern shown in the sample atsdd is
rotated by 30° with respect to the spots projected on the screen.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad For certain frequencies the diffracted
beams may undergo total internal reflection in the sample substrate.
sbd A glass hemisphere attached to the back of the glass substrate
enables the diffracted beams to project out of the substrate.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Onset of diffraction extracted from band-
structure calculations as a function of normalized frequency and the
external angle of incidence along theLKsUd sblack lined and LW
fdark gray sredd lineg directions for PMMA spheressns=1.50d.
Dashed line shows the values predicted by the 2D grating equation
on a glass substratesn=1.53d. The insets show the diffraction pat-
terns when a 476 nm laser impinges at 30° off normal toward the
LKsUd and theLW directions. The crosshairs indicate the frequency
and angle for the experiment.
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for energies and angles below the onset calculated from the
band structure.

The presence of bands that scatter light in nonforward
directions has obvious effects on the optical spectra of pho-
tonic crystals. When diffraction is projected out of the PhC,
an intense drop in forward transmission is expected due to
the energy imparted to diffracting modes. Transmission dips
must also occur over energies where modes causing forward
propagation are not available even if other bands are present.
Therefore, identifying the latter modes in the band structure
is necessary to understand the optical spectra.

Artificial opals are an excellent test bench. Through recent
improvements in sample quality9–11 the high-energy optical
spectra at normal incidence can now be studied, but are not
fully understood. Figure 6 shows the transmittance spectra of
an opal made of PS spheres and its inverse replica made of
silica.20 These samples have the same lattice constant and
symmetry but a different band structure. Both samples are on
a glass slide and, therefore, the grating equation condition is
satisfied for the same energy. However, in the case of the
opal and inverse opal, the existence of Bloch modes respon-
sible for diffraction occurs at different energies and so does
the diffraction onset. This proves that diffraction patterns are
not a 2D effect mainly determined by the first layer as sug-
gested in Ref. 9. As predicted, a drastic drop of transmittance
is observed in both cases for the energy at which diffraction
beginssdepicted as a vertical dashed lined. In Ref. 11 this
explanation for the transmittance drop was explicitly ruled
out since the authors disregarded the fact that diffracted
beams, although not extracted out of the opal-substrate sys-
tem, were present in the glass substrate. Diffraction was only
expected at higher energiessa/lù1.633d and thus it was
concluded that the transmission drop was not related to the
diffraction.

A relationship between abrupt oscillations in the spectra
and the energies where forward-propagating bands undergo
anticrossings and splitting at the edge of the BZ was pointed
out in Ref. 10. Nevertheless, a full explanation for these
transmission dips was not provided since no depletion in the
density of states could be found to account for the transmis-
sion drops. However, as we explain, light collected in

forward-transmission probes only those modes that allow
forward propagation, while photons coupling to other modes
are not collected. Under these circumstances, transmission
dips are indeed understood when the spectra and band struc-
tures shown in Ref. 10 are compared.

The SSM predicts for a fcc lattice a diffraction pattern
consisting of three spots with aC3 symmetry for incidence
normal to theh111j planes.7 Such a pattern was reported by
authors working close to index-matching condition or with
crystals formed with a very low number of layerssø3d.7,21 In
all our experiments with PS, PMMA, and silicasnot shown
hered opals, the diffraction patterns showed six spots with a
C6 symmetry.14 To recreate a low-index-contrast situation, an
opal made of 705 nm PS spheres was loaded with silica by
means of chemical vapor deposition.22 The diffraction pat-
tern from this sample showed three spots clearly brighter
than the other three, reproducing results reported in the lit-
erature. Figure 7 shows examples of these patterns projected
on an external screen at two different wavelengths. The in-
tensity distribution indicates that our samples have a strong
tendency to be fcc as opposed to random or hexagonal close-
packed lattices. Arrangements of close-packed spheres other
than the fcc lattice should always lead to aC6 symmetry
diffraction pattern. A challenging question remains as to why
the diffraction patterns observed in opals with high and low
d are different. Since for the former, the SSM is inadequate,
such a study may require the calculation of the coupling
coefficients3 for bands causing diffraction and more detailed
3D equifrequency surfaces.

To summarize, we provided an explanation for the diffrac-
tion patterns in PhCs based on the coupling of incoming light
with Bloch modes in the band structure. This interpretation
accounts for the onset of diffraction that the SSM failed to
predict. The effects of diffraction patterns on optical spectra
have been discussed and the conclusions supported by ex-
perimental data. Features in the transmission spectra at high
energy have been clarified and experimental evidence that
relates the diffraction pattern symmetry tod has been shown.
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91ER45439, and the Spanish CICyT Project No. MAT2003-
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FIG. 6. Transmittance spectra in theGL direction of an opal
made of 705 nm PS spheressthick lined and its inverted replica
made of silicasthin lined collected with a 43 objectivesnumerical
aperture =0.1d. Dashed vertical lines depict the energy onset of the
sixth band for the direct and the inverse opal.

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Diffraction patterns generated by opals
made of 705 nm diameter PS microspheres with 70% of the pore
volume loaded with SiO2. The pattern is projected on an external
screen usingl=500 sad and 530 nmsbd.
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